OCEAN
Poly-Str

POLY-STR

OCEAN

The best in trays
Leading tray specially designed
for institutions requiring heavy
usage from their trays.
Extremely strong, attractive tray.
Available in many colors.
The Poly-Str Platex is so strong it is
guaranteed unbreakable for 10 years.
The Poly-Str Ocean tray with its original shape
and low profile combines a unique design
based on traditional trays with recognized quality.
The Ocean is particularly suited to cafeterias
wishing to offer more space on the same
size of tray (45.5x35.5 cm). Excellent hold
thanks to the wavy edge that fits perfectly
into the palm of the hand.
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w High density polyester fiberglass tray with continuous braiding.
Reinforced and coloured within the material. Withstands 150°C.
w Guaranteed unbreakable 10 years.
w Self-service tray NF label (Afnor T54-801).
w ISO 178 (bending resistance), ISO 179 (resistance to impacts).
w Exclusive system of “3 in 1” drying lugs, the reinforcements in the corners also serve
as stacking guides and drying lugs.
w Unbreakable reinforced rim.
w Suitable for food contact.
w Perfectly flat, dirt-resistant base.
w Guaranteed dishwasher-safe.

Contemporary design and maximum strength

MADE
IN
FRANCE

d e C o r at i o n

Off white

White

Pink granite

Sapphire granite

Amber granite

Emerald granite

Cobalt

Gray granite

Ruby granite

Salmon granite

Blue granite

Personalized
from 100 items

siZes

teChniQue

rectangular
45.50 x 35.50 Ocean
Bottom

the poLy-str are very strong as they are reinforced all the way through.
Compare, you’ll see the difference!

Drying lugs
Corners reinforced all the way through

Drying lugs
Corners reinforced all the way through
Rims reinforced all the way through
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